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LAZERED

Sound quality: outstanding
Tear comfort: very good
Finish: very good
Overall grade: very good

“This headset reproduces sounds
with its heart and soul ...”
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Come together
»Form Follows Function« is a guiding principle that has
its origin in product design and architecture: Functional
objectives and a quality appearance are practically codependent. Is this also true for the Magnat LZR 765
headphones?
The hi-fi specialist, Magnat, based in Pulheim near Cologne, was
founded by Rainer Haas in 1973. While the core of the business is
still located here in Germany, there has been cooperation with the US
company, Audiovox, for more than two decades now. This has resulted
in extremely positive overall conditions, as the development of the new
»Lazer« range of headphones, abbreviated to LZR, now shows. i-fidelity.
net has subjected the LZR 765 to intensive testing.
Externally, the streamlined 765 headset appears in grey and brown. The
reliably lockable headband is carefully encased in a leathery material,
providing a firm grip and very nice fitting function. The flexible stainless
steel core inside the headband promises good durability. On account of
its low weight of just 156 grams, the headset is also ideal for outdoor
use when jogging or for other activities. Everything sits perfectly, with
unintentional slipping as good as ruled out.
The features are really well thought out and useful. The LZR can be
folded away in the stable travel case with a zip. It also has room for two
tangle-free flat cables, one of which has a remote control function for
Apple products. The jack plugs are gold-plated, guaranteeing optimum
contact quality. The package also includes a special airplane adapter
as well as a 6.3 millimetre extension connector for using the headset
on a home hi-fi system – Magnat has thought of everything. The brown
padding is finely perforated in the direction of the listener area with a
circular diameter of four centimetres. This corresponds exactly to the
cross section of the cone, cut using laser technology, to which the three
headsets of the »LZR« range owe their name.
Although my MFS pressing of the Beatles’ »Abbey Road« album already
has 35 years under its belt, the precious titles are still part of my most
dependable listening repertoire. I started the listening tests with »Come
Together« and the »De-Luxe version« of the Lehmann Audio Linear SE
and Bryston BHA 1. In terms of sound, the penultimate Beatles album is
certainly among the best of what the famous four produced in the Abbey
Road studios.
Acoustic Precision
The 4 minute 20 second long opening title is, as usual from John
Lennon, »frugally economical« in its production. It begins with a
sequence of syllables of four drawn-out vowel sounds that eventually
lead into the melodic main theme alternating between a colourful bass
and a short hand-clapping chorus.
istening to this on the Magnat 765 really gives me great pleasure
because this headset certainly does not belong to the species of
»sensitive little plants«; rather it reproduces the hit in an astonishingly
relaxed and precise way. Drive and groove are simply just right here..

»Something« is one of the two George Harrison compositions on the
album. Here, peace of mind and passion are required. The bitter-sweet
longing and desire is embedded into pleasing guitar chords, muted
string instruments and rhythmic-snazzy drum beats. The orchestral
arrangements sound great, with desire and hunger for love presented
realistically by the offshoot from Pulheim. With »Here Comes The
Sun«, the headset continues its mastery in a demonstrative manner.
Acoustic string harmonies and Harrison’s lyrics merge to form a
homogeneous unit.
I listened to the other titles on the B side in the form of modified WAV
files via my tablet. And the twenty minutes were filled with the complex
ingenuity of the »Fab Four«. With »You Never Give Me Your Money«,
a potpourri of melody begins, with richly contrasting passages being
the trump card. Clearly contoured piano key strokes, Paul McCartney’s
purring singing and the unexpected tempo changes have real class via
the Magnat.
Beautifully direct bass lines are »straight« as if pulled on a line,
escorting me through »Mean Mr. Mustard« and »She Came In Through
The Bathroom Window« like a recurring theme. Nothing at all is missed
out on the flagship model from Magnat’s LZR range. The headphones
display their cutting edge in both the quiet and dynamic passages. The
transition to »The End« provides yet another sensation, with pulse
stability and strength demanded from everyone involved. However, the
LZR 765 does not only delight me at home in front of the hi-fi system,
it also delivers superb playback during mobile use and hardly leaves
anything to be desired.
Conclusion
With the LZR 765, the Magnat engineers have shown themselves to
be extremely innovative. This headset reproduces sounds with its
heart and soul and is light years ahead of the sterility often sold as
neutral in this price range. In addition to the attractive appearance, the
impeccable finish, the enclosed accessories and the reliable materials
shine impressively. These reasonably priced headphones are part of
an extremely successful project and should secure a further promising
business segment for the company.

“Very good” – “Price tip”
Sound quality: outstanding
Tear comfort: very good
Finish: very good
Overall grade: very good
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